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CHAPTER 1 San Jose Hills Planned Projects  1

I. INTRODUCTION 2

The Commission should reduce Suburban Water System’s (“SWS” or 3

“Suburban”) forecasted budget for planned projects in the San Jose Hills service area 4

during the years 2023 to 2025. This chapter also recommends that the Commission 5

remove forecasted amounts for generators and a slope stability project in the Whittier/La 6

Mirada service area and contingency for projects from any service area.  The Public 7

Advocates Office (“Cal Advocates”) uses the recommended budget in this chapter as a 8

component to calculate the rate base forecast for Suburban in the Test Years: 2024-20259

and 2025-2026.10

II. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 11

The Commission should adjust Suburban’s proposed capital budget, as follows:12

Remove all amounts for contingency from the capital budget, because 13
including contingency in utility plant-in-service forecasts would raise rates 14
for unknown and unpredictable costs. The Commission should instead 15
account for differences between actual costs and forecasted costs after the 16
project is complete and costs are recorded and reviewed for reasonableness.17

Adjust the amounts for Engineering and Inspection, Mobilization, and 18
Demobilization, for all projects in the capital budget according to the 19
methodology in Cal Advocates’ Report on Plant Projects for Whittier/La 20
Mirada System.21

Remove $1,336,721 in 2023, $9,266,488 in 2024, and $5,182,381 in 2025 22
for previously funded projects at Plant 128, Plant 140, Plant 158, Plant 217, 23
and at eight other proposed generator sites that Suburban did not build and24
is now re-requesting in the current GRC. The Commission should instead 25
conduct its prudency review after the utility completes the projects, 26
demonstrates the plant is in service, and requests to move recorded costs to 27
rate base.28

Remove a total of $533,786 in 2025 for service replacements that Suburban 29
forecasts as planned projects. Suburban should instead use its annual 30
budget for services to replace these service laterals.31
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III. ANALYSIS  1

For the San Jose Hills Service Area, Suburban proposes to replace a reservoir and 2

upgrade a pump station at Plant 128, replace the electrical equipment for Plants 118, 140, 3

and 158, add new power generators to seven sites, and replace service laterals in three 4

areas, among other projects. Suburban’s cost estimates reserve an amount for 5

contingency for nearly all proposed projects.6

A. Contingency7

The Commission should remove all amounts for contingency from the forecasted 8

capital budget.  9

Suburban includes a 10% add-on for contingency in nearly all cost estimates for 10

its planned projects. Unlike base construction cost estimates, Suburban uses contingency 11

as a placeholder for costs that may result from construction conflicts and complications 12

unforeseen at the time of budgeting.1 To illustrate the difference between a base 13

construction cost estimate and contingency, consider Suburban’s cost estimate for the 14

proposed project at Plant 118:15

1 Direct Testimony of Jorge Lopez (“Lopez Direct”), p. 250.
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Table 1-1: Suburban Plant 118 Cost Estimate21

2
In the example above, Suburban details its cost estimates for the proposed 3

electrical equipment upgrade project at Plant 118. The base construction cost estimate is 4

the sum of the individual project items, ranging from the $141,380 estimate for a main 5

switchboard to the $3,940 estimate for five protective bollards.  On top of the base 6

construction cost estimate of $852,439, Suburban adds 12% more for Engineering and 7

Inspection, 10% for Contingency, and 9% for General Administration.  While the base8

construction cost is estimated with a basis of predictable physical work and purchased 9

items, Suburban adds 10% for contingency in case of unpredictable complications during 10

construction. In effect, contingency accounts for project cost overruns that may or may 11

not occur.12

2 Lopez Direct, p. 240.
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The Commission should not include estimates for unpredictable costs in the 1

calculation of customer rates. The Commission has recently considered and removed 2

contingency from capital budgets.  In a 2021 decision, the Commission held that 3

budgeting for contingencies is not necessarily appropriate in a General Rate Case 4

(“GRC”), where the utility must demonstrate the reasonableness of every dollar in its 5

forecast revenue requirement.3 The Commission recognized that since contingency 6

allowances are intended to cover “unforeseen conditions,” contingency amounts are 7

unpredictable, and therefore, a utility cannot establish the costs for contingency to be 8

reasonable at the forecasting stage.  In addition, the Commission reasoned that removing 9

the budgeted contingencies should motivate the utility to remain within its forecasted 10

budget for these projects.11

The Commission should instead account for differences between actual costs and 12

forecasted costs after the project is complete and costs are recorded.  Whether 13

contingency is included in the forecast or not, the actual costs of completed projects may 14

be less than or greater than forecasted costs.  Suburban may even cancel some projects.15

In the next GRC, Suburban will update its utility plant-in-service balance with recorded 16

costs that it has incurred for completed projects. Therefore, there is no need in the 17

current GRC to forecast a contingency allowance for unpredictable costs in rate base.18

B. Previously Funded Projects Not Built19

The Commission should remove $1,336,721 in 2023, $9,266,488 in 2024, and 20

$5,182,381 in 2025 for previously funded projects at Plant 128, Plant 140, Plant 158 and 21

at eight other proposed generator sites that Suburban did not build and is now re-22

requesting in the current GRC. The Commission should instead conduct its prudency 23

review after the utility completes the previously funded projects, demonstrates the plants24

are in service, and requests to move recorded costs to rate base in a future GRC.25

3 Decision 21-08-036, p. 331.
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Ratepayers should not be asked to fund projects twice before receiving any 1

benefits from the projects the utilities use to justify rate increases.  The Commission 2

authorized increased rates based on Suburban’s testimony and forecast for capital 3

projects in the 2020 GRC.  Since rates for the test years are based on what projects are 4

included in forecasts, ratepayers pay for projects even where a utility fails to complete a 5

project within the forecasted period.  Even if the utility completes the project in the 6

following GRC cycle, ratepayers still experience a gap between paying for costs and 7

receiving benefits.  Instead of raising rates again in anticipation of the same projects8

actually being completed, the Commission should account for the completed plant 9

additions in the next GRC after reviewing the reasonableness of the actual costs.10

The following table breaks down the specific cost estimates that should be 11

removed from Suburban’s capital budget as part of this recommendation.  Suburban has 12

identified each of the projects summarized in the table below as plant improvements for13

which it previously received ratepayer funding but were not built.414

4 Lopez Direct, pp. 29-32.
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million to demolish the existing reservoir, upgrade the pump station, and install a new 1

generator at Plant 128.  Suburban proposes to spend a further $6 million to completely 2

rebuild the reservoir at Plant 128, including replacing related piping.93

The Commission should remove previously authorized but not built projects that 4

are forecasted again in subsequent GRCs especially when a utility prematurely forecasted 5

the capital projects.  The previously authorized but not built project at Plant 128 is an 6

example of a project that Suburban prematurely forecasted.  Suburban could not have 7

realistically completed the Plant 128 project in the prior GRC.  The Plant 128 project 8

includes removing a reservoir from service while Suburban builds its replacement.  9

Suburban states that it did not build the project in the prior GRC because it required 10

additional time to design a system to continue operations while it removed the existing 11

reservoir from service.10 Suburban’s current solution involves using temporary water 12

storage tanks to substitute while the existing reservoir is demolished and replaced.1113

Suburban further states that it discovered this need in the detailed design phase following 14

the prior rate case.12 Knowing whether the Plant 128 site would need constant storage is15

a critical design constraint that Suburban should have known before forecasting the Plant 16

128 project with a completion date of 2022.1317

A utility seeking upfront ratepayer funding should design a project at least enough 18

to know whether the forecast it provides to the Commission is reasonable. Although 19

Suburban notes a nearly 90% increase in costs since the last GRC due to inflation,1420

Suburban’s major design additions, including the temporary tank system, have also21

expanded Suburban’s new cost estimate for the Plant 128 project. Since the last GRC, 22

9 Suburban’s Workpapers, Volume III-D Planned Projects, pdf p. 280.
10 Suburban’s Workpapers, Volume III-D Planned Projects, p. 20.
11 Attachment 1-2: Suburban’s Response to Data Request AA9-02, Q. 7.a.
12 Attachment 1-2: Suburban’s Response to Data Request AA9-02, Q. 7.b.
13 Lopez Direct, pp. 30 and 32.
14 Lopez Direct, p. 106.
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pumps to coordinate operations with LPVCWD’s well production.26 To avoid damage1

due to cavitation, Suburban could similarly coordinate its booster pump operations to the 2

water level in LPVCWD’s reservoirs.  This would allow Suburban to shut off booster 3

pumps if the water supply from LPVCWD is ever depleted.4

Besides the size of the reservoir, Suburban has not justified the need to install a 5

fixed generator at Plant 128.  Removing the generator and underlying concrete pad from6

the project would reduce costs by about $423,740.27 The following section explains why 7

mobile generators are a more reasonable solution for power sites such as Plant 128.8

The Commission should forecast $0 for the project at Plant 128.  The project was 9

previously proposed and funded by ratepayers in the prior GRC but not built.  Ratepayers 10

should not be asked to pay twice for items that have not produced a benefit once.  If11

Suburban does build the Plant 128 project, the Commission can review recorded costs in 12

the next GRC and include all just and reasonable costs in rate base.  The Commission 13

should also now determine that Suburban has not justified a replacement reservoir as 14

large as 0.5 MG or a fixed generator at Plant 128.15

2. Generator Purchases and Installation16

The Commission should forecast $0 for all generator projects companywide 17

because these projects were used to justify rate increases in the prior GRC but not built. 18

At this time, the Commission should also determine that Suburban has not justified 19

installing fixed generators at seven of its nine proposed sites. Suburban could instead 20

save ratepayer funds by acquiring more mobile generators. Mobile generators have been 21

recognized as a method to provide power during outages by the electric utility serving 22

Suburban. Suburban’s approach, which instead relies on more fixed generators for many 23

26 Lopez Direct, p. 103.
27 Suburban’s Workpapers, Volume III-D Planned Projects, pdf p. 279.  The base construction cost 
estimates are $347,100 plus successive 12% Engineering Services and Inspection and 9% General 
Administration cost adders are: 
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sites, is contrary to the use of mobile generators by other Class-A water utilities regulated 1

by the Commission.2

In the SJH Service Area, Suburban proposes to spend about $1.4 million in 2024 3

and $1.9 million in 2025 to purchase and install seven generators at various sites.  In the 4

WLM Service Area, Suburban proposes to spend a further $0.5 million in 2024 and $0.85 5

million in 2025 on a total of two generators.28 Suburban states that these generators are6

reasonable to restore lost power to pumps or wells during outages.29 Suburban7

specifically refers to Public Safety Power Shutoffs, events where electric utilities suspend 8

the supply of power to prevent electric infrastructure from starting fires.309

The majority of Suburban’s SJH Service Area has a low probability of 10

experiencing a PSPS.  Public Safety Power Shutoffs (PSPS) are intended to reduce the 11

occurrence of fires ignited by power lines.  As a result, areas that have a higher risk of 12

wildfires are more likely to experience PSPS events.31 The Commission itself has 13

adopted a High Fire Threat District (HFTD) that designates areas with a higher risk of 14

power line fires.32 The following figures show that only small parts of Suburban’s SJH 15

and WLM service areas overlap with the HFTD:16

28 Lopez Direct Testimony p. 213.
29 Lopez Direct Testimony p. 203-227.
30 “Public Safety Power Shutoff.” Southern California Edison website. https://www.sce.com/outage-
center/outage-information/psps.
31 “Who is most vulnerable to a PSPS Outage.” Southern California Edison website. 
https://www.sce.com/outage-center/outage-information/psps.
32 “Fire-Threat Maps and Fire-Safety Rulemaking.” CPUC website.  https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/industries-
and-topics/wildfires/fire-threat-maps-and-fire-safety-rulemaking.
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<<BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL>>1

2

3

33 Based on CPUC Fire Maps and Suburban’s Response to DR AA9-01, Q.2.b.  Note that the SJH Service 
Area is enclosed by a black line and Tiers 2 and 3 of the HFTD is represented by a yellow and red shapes 
over the map.
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1

2

34 Based on CPUC Fire Maps and Suburban’s Response to DR AA9-01, Q.2.b.  Note that the SJH Service 
Area is enclosed by a black line and Tiers 2 and 3 of the HFTD is represented by a yellow and red shapes 
over the map.
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occur.42 Other class A water utilities served by Southern California Edison such as 1

Liberty Utilities (Apple Valley Ranchos Water Company) have plant sites that can be 2

powered through mobile generators.43 Suburban last purchased two mobile generators in 3

2019 for $117,880 each.444

Finally, Suburban’s schedule for its proposed generators is unlikely. Suburban5

states that fixed generators have a delivery lead time from 70 to over 100 weeks.456

Nevertheless, Suburban has only recently begun its orders for several of the fixed 7

generators.46 This is despite Suburban originally scheduling these projects for years 20218

and 2022.47 For example, because Suburban only issued its notices to proceed in April 9

2023 for two of the generators proposed for 2024, Suburban would need to have the 10

generators delivered in under 60 weeks to meet its proposed schedule. Even after 11

receiving the generator, Suburban may require time to complete the project as is the case 12

with the historical generator project at Plant 109.13

The state of Plant 109’s generator demonstrates that Suburban’s forecasts for these 14

projects are unreliable.  Suburban’s master plan states that the Plant 109 generator would 15

be in service by November 2022.  Accordingly, Suburban identifies the Plant 109 16

generator as a completed project in its testimony.48 However, the generator was not 17

delivered until the end of March 2023.49 Moreover, since Suburban was still missing18

components to complete the installation in March, Suburban now does not expect the19

42 “SCE’s 2020 Planning for Public Safety Power Shutoffs.” Southern California Edison presentation. 
https://www.sce.com/sites/default/files/2020-06/2020 PSPS Preparations.pptx.
43 Attachment 1-5: Liberty Utilities (Apple Valley Ranchos Water Company) Technical Report Excerpt.
44 Suburban’s Workpapers Volume I, tab “MODEL,” cells J4299 and J4300.
45 Lopez Direct, p. 203.
46 Most orders were made in March 2023 as shown in Suburban’s Response to DR AA9-03, Q.1.a.
47 Lopez Direct, p. 31.
48 Lopez Direct, p. 31.
49 Attachment 1-6: Suburban’s Response to DR AA9-03, Q.1.a.
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generator to be operational until June 2023.50 Out of eight proposed generators, 1

Suburban only ordered two ahead of its GRC application.51 These are the same two 2

generators that are within the HFTD. Therefore, the remaining six proposed generators 3

are both unlikely to be completed according to Suburban’s forecast in this GRC and 4

unlikely to serve areas experiencing a PSPS event.5

The Commission should forecast $0 for all generator projects companywide6

because these projects were used to justify rate increases in the prior GRC but not built. 7

At this time, the Commission should also determine that Suburban has not justified 8

installing more than two fixed generators out of its proposed nine. If Suburban does 9

acquire generators of any type during 2023 to 2025, the Commission can review recorded 10

costs in the next GRC for reasonableness before adding to rate base.11

C. Three Service Replacement Projects12

The Commission should remove $533,786 in 2025 from Suburban’s forecasted 13

utility plant-in-service for three service replacement projects.  Suburban states that the14

three service replacement projects are reasonable because the service laterals in these 15

neighborhoods have a history of leaks.52 The Commission should remove these estimates 16

because it is unnecessary to have separate service replacement projects in addition to the 17

annual budget for service line replacements. Suburban should instead reprioritize the18

annual budget to replace services that Suburban has identified as being most likely to 19

leak.20

50 Attachment 1-6: Suburban Response to DR AA9-03, Q.1.c.
51 Cal Advocates’ DR AA9-03 did not address the proposed generator at Plant 128.
52 Lopez Direct Testimony, p. 501.
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IV. CONCLUSION 1

The Commission should remove contingency amounts in Suburban’s proposed 2

projects, remove previously funded but not built projects at Plants 128, 140, 158, and at 3

nine generator sites, and remove three service replacement projects from the Utility 4

Plant-in-Service forecast. The Commission should also find that Suburban has not 5

justified the full cost estimate for the Plant 128 project or the number of fixed generators 6

it plans to install.7
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Attachment 1-1: Cal Advocates SJH Capital 
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CHAPTER 2 Water Quality and Special Request No. 3 1

I. INTRODUCTION 2

This chapter presents Cal Advocates’ analyses and recommendations on 3

Suburban’s water quality for the San Jose Hills, Whittier/La Mirada, and Sativa service4

areas. In Special Request No. 3, Suburban requests that the Commission find that 5

Suburban complies with all water quality requirements. The Commission should approve 6

Suburban’s Special Request No. 3 only if Suburban shows that it is following the 7

directives stated in the water quality citations Suburban received in July 2023.8

II. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 9

The Commission should find Suburban’s water systems in compliance with all10

water quality standards only if Suburban shows that it is following the State Water 11

Resources Control Board’s Division of Drinking Water (DDW)’s directives following the 12

citations from July 2023. Suburban should provide its plan to ensure that all backflow 13

preventers are tested at least annually that DDW requires by September 1, 2023.5714

III. ANALYSIS  15

Cal Advocates reviewed Suburban’s Service Area Operations, Reports and 16

Enforcement Actions by the State Water Resources Control Board Division of Drinking 17

Water (DDW), and Future Water Quality Regulations.  18

A. Service Area Operations19

Suburban’s three main service areas include San Jose Hills, Whittier/La Mirada,20

and the recently acquired Sativa water system.58 Suburban operates its water systems 21

57 Attachment 2-1: DDW’s Four Citations of Suburban Water Systems from July 2023, p. 3.
58 Suburban Results of Operations, p. 2-1.
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both the Main San Gabriel Basin and the Central Basin.67 Suburban’s San Jose Hills and 1

Whittier/La Mirada service areas have a total of eleven active wells and three standby 2

wells.68 Suburban’s Sativa water system has two active wells and one inactive well.693

In addition, Suburban purchases water imported by the Metropolitan Water 4

District of Southern California (MWD), a regional water wholesaler, through three of5

MWD’s member agencies.  MWD imports water from the Colorado River and from the 6

State Water Project.  Suburban also purchases water from other agencies that supply 7

imported water, groundwater, and surface water.708

Water produced at the well sites in both service areas is disinfected with sodium 9

hypochlorite or monochloramine.71 The storage tanks are also chlorinated with calcium 10

hypochlorite as required by system conditions.  In the San Jose Hills service area, water 11

from sources of varying quality is blended at Plant 121 to achieve the desired water 12

quality.72 Plant 409 in the Whittier/La Mirada service area has an oxidation/coagulation 13

and pressure filtration treatment facility to remove substances that cause the water to 14

have color from well water to comply with water quality regulations.7315

67 Suburban’s Results of Operations, pp. 3-6 and 3-9 and Exhibits 3-2 and 3-3.
68 Suburban’s Workpapers, Volume III-E - Asset Management Plans and Master Plans, San Jose Hills 
Master Plan, p. 51 and Whittier/La Mirada Master Plan, p. 51. Most recent DDW Sanitary Survey 
Reports for Suburban’s water systems as of February 2023.
69 Suburban’s Workpapers, Volume III-D Sativa Water System Projects, Appendix 2 Engineering Report 
(SWRCB), p. 4.
70 Suburban’s 2020 Urban Water Management Plan, pp. 3-1, 3-7 and 3-19.
71 Suburban’s Results of Operations, pp. 3-8 to 3-10.
72 Suburban’s Results of Operations, p. 3-8.
73 Suburban’s Results of Operations, pp. 3-9 to 3-10.
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B. DDW Drinking Water Enforcement Actions1

Suburban’s response to Minimum Data Requirements (MDR) Item G.5 indicates 2

that it received one water quality citation from DDW since 2020.74 However, Suburban 3

received a further four citations in July 2023 which followed Suburban’s filing of its 4

Application for the current GRC.5

1. 2022 Total Coliform Rule Citation6

DDW issued a Revised Total Coliform Rule Monitoring Violation for the San Jose7

Hills water system on July 5, 2022. This citation was given for “sampling at an incorrect 8

location per the California Revised Total Coliform Rule treatment technique monitoring 9

requirements” in the San Jose Hills water system.  DDW determined that Suburban failed 10

to comply with primary drinking water standards pursuant to California Health and 11

Safety Code, Section 116555(a)(1) and California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Section 12

64422(b).7513

To comply with the Revised Total Coliform Rule, a water system must collect and 14

analyze water samples for total coliform bacteria. If collected samples are positive for 15

total coliform bacteria, then water systems must collect a repeat sample set within 24 16

hours of being notified of the positive results. Specifically, Title 22 requires that a water 17

system collect bacteriological samples for total coliform analysis according to a18

bacteriological sample siting plan (BSSP) that has been approved by the State Water 19

Resources Control Board.7620

Suburban did not comply with the Revised Total Coliform Rule because it did not 21

collect its repeat sample set from sites identified by its approved BSSP. DDW states that 22

a laboratory notified Suburban that two of its routine samples were positive for total 23

coliform bacteria on April 19 and April 26, 2022. On each of those same days, Suburban 24

74 Suburban’s Response to MDR, p. 23, Item G.5.
75 Suburban Response to MDR, Attachment No. 11 (G.6).  Citation No. 04_07_22C_004.
76 Suburban Response to MDR, Attachment No. 11 (G.6).  Citation No. 04_07_22C_004.
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collected three repeat samples.  The six total repeat samples were all negative for total 1

coliform bacteria.  However, out of the six sites that Suburban chose for the repeat 2

samples, two were not identified by the approved BSSP. Consequently, DDW 3

determined that Suburban failed to comply with the appropriate drinking water 4

standards.775

Suburban has completed the directives set by DDW’s 2022 citation.  DDW6

directed Suburban to notify all persons served by the water system of the violation and to 7

provide on-going training to staff responsible for overseeing compliance with monitoring 8

and reporting and collecting samples. Suburban included a copy of the citation in the 9

Minimum Data Requirements as required by the Rate Case Plan.10

2. 2023 Backflow Preventer Testing Citations11

On July 26, 2023, DDW issued citations to four of Suburban’s water systems.12

DDW issued these citations because Suburban tested some but not all its backflow 13

prevention assemblies for the year 2022. The four affected water systems were San Jose 14

Hills, Glendora, Whittier, and La Mirada.15

Public water systems may be physically connected to other sources or systems 16

containing liquids, gases, or other substances that are not from an approved drinking 17

water supply.  The undesired or unintended flow of these liquids, gases, or substances 18

into a public water system is known as “backflow.”78 The State of California prohibits 19

backflow under normal operating conditions. 79 Drinking water regulations require that20

water systems protect their supply from backflow by installing and maintaining 21

prevention assemblies or “backflow preventers.”80 Water systems are required to test all 22

77 Suburban Response to MDR, Attachment No. 11 (G.6).  Citation No. 04_07_22C_004.
78 Draft Cross-Connection Control Policy Handbook.  State Water Resources Control Board.  
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking water/.../cccph draft feb2021.pdf.
79 California Health and Safety Code § 116555(a)(2).
80 California Code of Regulations, Title 17 § 7584.
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backflow preventers at least annually.81 Out of all backflow preventers, DDW found that 1

Suburban had only tested 46% in San Jose Hills, 25% in Glendora, 52% in Whittier, and 2

50% in La Mirada during the year 2022.82 Therefore, DDW determined that these four 3

water systems failed to comply with water quality standards.4

DDW directed Suburban to take several actions in response to these violations.5

Among other actions, Suburban must assure DDW that it has tested all the affected 6

systems’ backflow preventers by December 31, 2023.83 By February 13, 2024, Suburban 7

must submit a testing status report and an inventory of all backflow preventers to DDW.848

Suburban must also disclose these violations in the 2023 Consumer Confidence 9

Reports.85 More immediately, DDW has directed Suburban to submit a plan to DDW on10

September 1, 2023 that ensures that all backflow preventers are tested at least annually.8611

The Commission should only find that Suburban complies with water quality 12

standards if Suburban provides its plan to ensure annual backflow preventer testing as 13

required by DDW.14

C. Water Quality Reports15

Cal Advocates reviewed the most recent DDW Sanitary Survey Reports for 16

Suburban’s water systems.87 Cal Advocates reviewed the most recent DDW Sanitary 17

Survey Reports for Suburban’s water systems.  Table 2-2 below shows the dates of the18

most recent reports.  The reports evaluate eight elements of each water system, including:19

1) source;20

81 California Code of Regulations, Title 17 § 7605(c).
82 Attachment 2-1: DDW’s Four Citations of Suburban Water Systems from July 2023, p. 3.
83 Attachment 2-1: DDW’s Four Citations of Suburban Water Systems from July 2023, p. 3.
84 Attachment 2-1: DDW’s Four Citations of Suburban Water Systems from July 2023, p. 3.
85 Attachment 2-1: DDW’s Four Citations of Suburban Water Systems from July 2023, p. 4.
86 Attachment 2-1: DDW’s Four Citations of Suburban Water Systems from July 2023, p. 3.
87 Suburban Response to MDR, Attachment No. 11 (G.6). 
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the 2021-2022 water quality reports for each of Suburban’s water systems, Suburban 1

stated that the drinking water was in full compliance with all applicable county, state, and 2

federal drinking water regulations in the previous year.893

D. Future Water Quality Regulations4

In its response to MDR Item G.8, Suburban discussed several Maximum 5

Contaminant Levels Limits (MCLs) that may be set or revised within the next five years 6

and the potential impact on Suburban’s operations.907

1. Arsenic8

The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB)’s current MCL for arsenic is 9

10 parts per million (ppm). SWRCB has identified arsenic on its list of contaminants to 10

be considered for a revised MCL. SWRCB has not released a schedule for its revision of 11

the arsenic MCL.9112

Suburban may be impacted by a revised arsenic MCL. Suburban has detected 13

arsenic levels between 6.1 ppm and 14 ppm at its Plant 409 Well 3 in the Whittier/La 14

Mirada service area. Suburban added modifications to the existing treatment system at 15

Plant 409 to target arsenic.9216

Cal Advocates discusses its recommendations regarding Suburban’s treatment 17

system modifications at Plant 409 in the Cal Advocates Report on Plant Projects for18

Whittier-La Mirada System, Chapter 2.19

89 Suburban Response to MDR, Attachment No. 10 (G.4). 
90 Galindo Direct Testimony, p. 4. 
91 Galindo Direct Testimony, pp. 4-5.
92 Galindo Direct Testimony, pp. 4-5.
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2. Perfluorooctanioic acid (PFOA) and 1
Perfluorooctaniesulfonic acid (PFOS)2

On August 23, 2019, SWRCB released revised guidance revising Notification 3

Levels (NLs) for PFOA to 5.1 parts per trillion (ppt) and PFOS to 6.5 ppt. On February 4

6, 2020, SWRCB revised the Response Level (RL) to 10 ppt for PFOA and 40 ppt for 5

PFOS. SWRCB then began issuing monitoring requirements to potentially vulnerable 6

water systems. On March 14, 2023, the United States Environmental Protection Agency 7

announced a proposed MCL of 4 ppt for PFOA and PFOS.93 Water systems would have 8

three years to comply with the MCLs once the MCL is finalized.94 SWRCB presented a 9

proposed NL of 2 ppt and RL of 20 ppt for another substance, Perfluorohexane Sulfonic 10

Acid (PFHxS), on August 16, 2022.9511

Since 2019 Suburban has been testing four of its wells at Plant 201 in the 12

Whittier/La Mirada service area. Suburban found that the four wells exceeded the PFOA,13

PFOS, and PFHxS NL and PFOA RL. Subsequently, DDW issued a blending plan and14

permit amendment for Suburban’s Whittier water system.  Suburban states that the 15

blended water from Plant 201 has PFOA, PFOS, and PFHxS levels between the NL and 16

RL.9617

Cal Advocates discusses its recommendations regarding Suburban’s proposed 18

PFAS treatment system at Plant 201 in the Cal Advocates Report on Plant Projects for19

Whittier-La Mirada System, Chapter 2.20

SWRCB issued a monitoring order for Suburban’s Sativa water system on October 21

28, 2022.  SWRCB is requiring monitoring for PFOA and PFOS at Well No. 3 and 5 22

93 “Proposed PFAS National Primary Drinking Water Regulation.” US EPA website. 
https://www.epa.gov/sdwa/and-polyfluoroalkyl-substances-pfas.
94 “Proposed PFAS National Primary Drinking Water Regulation FAQs for Drinking Water Primacy 
Agencies” US EPA website. https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2023-
03/FAQs PFAS States NPDWR Final 3.14.23 0.pdf.
95 Galindo Direct Testimony, p. 7. 
96 Galindo Direct Testimony, pp. 6-7.
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quarterly beginning for the first quarter of 2023.  PFOA and PFOS levels have not been 1

previously sampled at Sativa before.972

3. Manganese3

There are both primary water quality standards for manganese that are health-4

based and secondary water quality standards that are based on the appearance and odor of5

drinking water.  SWRCB currently has a health-based NL of 500 parts per billion (ppb)6

and RL of 5,000 ppb.98 SWRCB proposed revising the NL to 20 ppb and the RL to 200 7

ppb on February 16, 2023.99 SWRCB has a secondary MCL for manganese of 50 ppb.8

Cal Advocates discusses its recommendations regarding Suburban’s proposed 9

manganese treatment system at the Sativa Water System’s Well 5 in the Cal Advocates 10

Report on Plant Projects for Whittier-La Mirada System, Chapter 3.11

4. Chromium VI12

No specific MCL for hexavalent chromium (chromium VI) is currently active 13

since the Superior Court of Sacramento County invalidated the prior MCL in 2017.14

However, water systems must still comply with the MCL for total chromium of 50 ppb,15

which is a standard for the combined total of Chromium VI and trivalent chromium.10016

SWRCB proposed an MCL of 10 ppb for Chromium VI alone on June 16, 2023.101 None17

of Suburban’s wells exceed the proposed MCL for Chromium VI.  Suburban notes that if 18

the final MCL requires public notification for water sources with Chromium VI levels 19

97 Galindo Direct Testimony, p. 10. 
98 Galindo Direct Testimony, pp. 10-11.
99 “Drinking Water Notification Levels.”  SWRCB website.  
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking water/certlic/drinkingwater/NotificationLevels.html.
100 “State Water Board Approves Removal of Drinking Water Standard for Hexavalent Chromium.”  
SWRCB website. 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/press room/press releases/2017/pr080117 mcl removal.pdf.
101 “Hexavalent Chromium MCL (SWRCB-DDW-21-003).”  SWRCB website. 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking water/certlic/drinkingwater/SWRCBDDW-21-
003 hexavalent chromium.html.
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above one-half the MCL, then Suburban would need to notify customers served by wells 1

in its San Jose Hills service area.1022

5. Lead and Copper Rule3

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is planning changes to4

the Lead and Copper Rule, which addresses the risk of lead from historical pipes 5

contaminating drinking water. Suburban will need to develop a lead service line 6

inventory or demonstrate that it does not have lead service lines by October 2024 as part 7

of the Lead and Copper Rule Revisions. Suburban states that EPA’s Lead and Copper 8

Rule improvements will propose to replace all lead service lines regardless of ownership, 9

strengthen required tap sampling, simplify action and trigger levels, and prioritize 10

historically underserved communities.10311

Suburban states that it has completed its triennial Lead and Copper Rule sampling 12

in September 2022.  Suburban found that its water systems did not exceed the lead action 13

level.10414

6. Perchlorate15

Currently, perchlorate has a MCL of 6 ppb in California. SWRCB lowered the16

Detection Limit of Reporting (DLR) for perchlorate in July 2021.105 The new DLR will17

support data collection that SWRCB can use to determine whether a revised MCL is18

feasible. Suburban currently blends the production of three wells in the San Jose Hills 19

service area with other water sources to meet the current MCL for perchlorate. Suburban 20

explains that if the perchlorate MCL is lowered, Suburban may not be able to continue 21

102 Galindo Direct Testimony, p. 14. 
103 Galindo Direct Testimony, pp. 14-17.
104 Galindo Direct Testimony, p. 17. 
105 The DLR is the minimum level at which SWRCB is confident about the measurement being reported. 
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blending.106 SWRCB has not released a schedule for the potential perchlorate MCL 1

revision.2

7. Microplastics3

California is currently developing regulations for microplastics. SWRCB adopted 4

testing methods and a four-year monitoring plan for microplastics in August 2022. The 5

monitoring plan is split in two phases, with the first phase beginning in Fall 2023.  6

Suburban will collect samples to test for microplastics during the four-year monitoring 7

plan.1078

E. Special Request No. 3 Recommendation9

The Commission should approve Suburban’s Special Request No. 3 only if 10

Suburban shows that it is following the directives stated in the water quality citations 11

Suburban received in July 2023. In Special Request No. 3, Suburban requests that the 12

Commission find that Suburban complies with all water quality requirements.10813

DDW directs Suburban to complete several actions in response to its backflow 14

preventer testing violations and establishes due dates for these actions over 2023 and 15

2024.109 Importantly, DDW requires that Suburban submit its plan to ensure that all 16

backflow preventers are tested at least annually to DDW by September 1, 2023.110 The17

Commission has set a due date for Suburban’s rebuttal testimony of September 5, 18

106 Galindo Direct Testimony, p. 18. 
107 Galindo Direct Testimony, pp. 18-19.
108 Suburban’s Application, p. 8. 
109 Attachment 2-1: Excerpts from DDW’s Four Citations of Suburban Water Systems from July 2023, p. 
3.
110 Attachment 2-1: Excerpts from DDW’s Four Citations of Suburban Water Systems from July 2023, p. 
3.
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2023.111 Therefore, Suburban has an opportunity to show that it is following DDW’s 1

directives by including the plan required by DDW with its rebuttal testimony.2

As a result, the Commission should only approve Suburban’s Special Request No. 3

3 if Suburban provides its plan to ensure that all backflow preventers are tested at least 4

annually.5

6

IV. CONCLUSION 7

Cal Advocates reviewed Suburban’s MDR responses and Direct Testimony, DDW8

Citations and Sanitary Survey Reports, Consumer Confidence Reports, and SWRCB’s 9

databases, and concludes that Suburban’s six water systems will meet the applicable state 10

and federal water quality standards once Suburban remedies the violations that DDW 11

identified in July 2023.12

111 Assigned Commissioner’s Scoping Memo and Ruling, p. 4.
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QUALIFICATIONS AND PREPARED TESTIMONY1

OF2

ANTHONY ANDRADE3

Q.1 Please state your name, business address, and position with the California Public 4

Utilities Commission (“Commission”).5

A1. My name is Anthony Andrade, and my business address is 320 West 4th Street,6

Suite 500, Los Angeles, California 90013.  I am a Utilities Engineer in the Water 7

Branch of the Public Advocates Office.8

Q2. Please summarize your education background and professional experience.9

A2. I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the 10

University of California--Riverside in 2018.11

I have been with the Public Advocates Office – Water Branch since 2018.  As a 12

witness for Cal Advocates, I have previously provided testimony regarding Utility 13

Plant-in-Service, Depreciation, and Rate Base in San Gabriel Valley Water14

Company (SGVWC)’s 2022 GRC (A.22-01-001) and 2019 GRC (A.19-01-001) 15

and Liberty Utilities (Apple Valley Ranchos Water Company) and (Park Water 16

Company)’s consolidated 2021 GRC (A.21-07-003 et al).  I have also provided 17

testimony regarding Utility Plant-in-Service in Golden State Water Company’s 18

2020 GRC (A.20-07-012), Water Quality in SGVWC’s 2019 GRC, and the topic 19

of Storage Capacity in SGVWC’s proposed acquisition of the City of Montebello 20

Water System (A.20-10-004).21

Q3. What is your responsibility in this proceeding?22

A3. I am responsible for the preparation of Chapter 1 (San Jose Hills Planned Projects)23

and Chapter 2 (Water Quality) of this testimony.24
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Q4. Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony?1

A4. Yes, it does.2


